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Abstract

Multiple regression is a useful statistical technique when the researcher is considering situations in which variables of interest are theorized to be multiply caused. It may also be useful in those situations in which the researcher is interested in studies of predictability of phenomena of interest. The present paper provides a leisurely introduction to regression analysis, focusing on 5 major questions a novice user might ask. The presentation is set within the framework of the general linear model and builds on correlational theory. More advanced topics are also briefly introduced with suggested references given for the reader who might wish to pursue these further.
Multiple Regression: A Leisurely Primer

Multiple linear regression, the most straightforward form of the general linear model, is one of the more useful of the correlational procedures. It is a powerful tool for testing theories about relationships among observables, and it is also useful for researchers interested in the predictive power of a set of variables. An understanding of linear regression provides a foundational understanding of a number of important statistical concepts, including variable weighting, line of best fit, scatterplots, predictive accuracy, and error of prediction. Finding regression a praiseworthy tool in the scientist’s arsenal of statistical weaponry, Fox (1991, p. 3) noted, “regression analysis is the most widely used statistical technique in social research and provides the basis for many other statistical methods.”

Despite the obvious usefulness and popularity of regression analysis, many readers of research lack even a casual understanding of regression logistics. Others have a general feel for the concepts of correlation and prediction but get lost in the sea of coefficients and statistical weights that often accompany the reporting of regression results. Still others had training in regression analysis early in their careers but have found their knowledge of regression analysis has become weak due to lack of use of the procedure.

The present paper offers a leisurely, non-technical explanation of linear regression analysis. Emphasis is placed on the use of regression to understand relationships among theoretically important variables. More technical information, such as formulae, where
used, is explained so as to avoid confusion on the part of the less technical reader. In pursuing our purpose, we will focus on five questions that an unfamiliar user of regression might ask: (a) What is the general linear model? (b) What is simple linear regression? (c) What is multiple linear regression? (d) How do I sort through the various correlations, weights, and coefficients available in regression? (e) How do I determine variable contributions to a regression analysis?

What Is the General Linear Model?

The terms “regression analysis” and “general linear model” are often used in the same contexts. The general linear model (GLM) is a broad class of interrelated statistical procedures focusing on linear relationships among variables or variable composites. The term “linear” is used as these techniques can be visually represented by plotting variables against one another on two dimensional charts and utilizing mathematical formulae for determining where to draw one or more lines that will visually represent the relationships among the variables. Regression analysis is the most broad, or general, form of the GLM. What this means, in essence, is that regression analysis forms the basis for many other statistical techniques, or, stated differently, that a number of other common statistical procedures (e.g., analysis of variance, analysis of covariance, t-test, Pearson product moment correlation, Spearman rho correlation) are all specially designed versions of regression analysis. Further, regression serves as a general framework for understanding a host of related multivariate statistics, most generally subsumed under canonical correlation analysis (Knapp, 1978).
GLM models include various ways for determining the statistical estimates necessary to producing the desired results of a given procedure. The most commonly used procedure for determining these estimates is the "least squares regression" method. This technique is so named because it computes linear relationships in such a way that the squared differences between actual and predicted values in an analysis are minimized. Though other procedures for estimating GLM models are available, the present discussion is limited to linear least squares methods.

What Is Simple Linear Regression?

Simple linear regression examines the relationship between two variables, one of which is referred to as the predictor variable (i.e., the variable that usually precedes the other), and the other of which is referred to as the criterion variable (i.e., the variable the researcher is interested in explaining, predicting, or better understanding). Because simple regression results give us an understanding of the patterns of relationships between the two variables of interest in a given context, we often use the term "prediction" in describing the relationship. To provide an understanding of prediction, we offer a simple example. When looking out the window and seeing frost on the ground, one would be more likely to put on a coat prior to going outdoors than if one did not observe frost on the ground. In fact, knowing that frost on the ground is usually accompanied by lower temperatures and higher humidity, one might even be able to predict with some reasonable accuracy that individuals who observe the appearance of the ground before going outdoors would be more likely to put on a coat than individuals who do not observe
the appearance of the ground. If we observed enough persons in this type of situation and found a pattern of behavior across these persons, we could then say that there is some reasonable degree of correlation between the amount of frost on the ground and the likelihood of a person wearing a coat. After gathering data on a number of persons, we could predict (with some degree of accuracy) the number of persons that might wear a coat on a given day by observing the amount of frost on the ground.

The type of prediction mentioned in the above example could be addressed using a simple regression analysis involving a measure of the amount of frost on the ground on a given day (the predictor variable) and a measure of the number of persons that day that wore coats (the criterion variable). Simple linear regression allows the researcher to develop a predictive equation to indicate the degree to which one continuous variable (e.g., amount of frost) can accurately predict another continuous variable (e.g., coat wearing behaviors). This procedure is called “simple” because it includes only one predictor variable. Prediction with two or more predictor variables is called “multiple regression analysis.”

In prediction studies, the term “prediction” does not necessarily infer that the relationship between the variables of interest is causal. “Prediction” only indicates that the relationship is correlational (i.e., that the predictor variable(s) and criterion variable occur together in a certain pattern). However, some researchers may use predictive studies to infer causality based on the theoretical specification of the variables included in a given study.
As in studies employing Pearson product moment correlation \((r)\), the linear relationship between the predictor (X) and the criterion (Y) variables can be shown on a two-way scatterplot. A line of best fit drawn through the scatterplot is called the "regression line," and the statistic representing the relationship between the two sets of points is called multiple R. One might recall that in Pearson product moment correlation the coefficient \(r\) is used to show the strength and directionality of a relationship between two variables. A value of \(r\) close to zero indicates a low or negligible correlation between two variables, while a value closer to \(|1|\) indicates a more appreciable amount of correlation between the variables. Negative \(r\) values depict inverse relationships between variables, while positive \(r\) values depict direct relationships. Multiple \(R\) is very similar to the Pearson \(r\) with the exception that it is always positive in value \((0 \leq R \leq 1)\) due to a set of variable weights developed as a part of the analysis. Because there is only one predictor in simple linear regression, \(R\) will be equivalent to the absolute value of the Pearson correlation coefficient \(|\ r \ |\) between the two variables. The square of multiple \(R\) \((R^2)\) represents the "effect size" for the regression analysis, and can be interpreted as the percentage of similarity in the patterns of the two variables across a given set of observations.

**Predictive Equations**

Predictive equations are used to determine the degree of accuracy in prediction for any given observation in the regression data set. The predictive equation in simple linear regression applies both additive (a) and multiplicative (b) weights to one variable (the
predictor variable, X) so as to maximally “reproduce” the other variable (the criterion, or dependent variable, Y). The predicted Y score (Ŷ, or “Y-hat”) for each observation in the sample is derived from this predictive equation. The simple regression equation (“regression of Y on X”) is:

Ŷ = a + bX

(As you may recall from an algebra class, the above equation looks very much like the mathematical formula you probably learned for a straight line. It is indeed virtually the same formula. Hence, the visual resulting from the formula is called the “regression line.”)

Because Ŷ is the predicted estimate of Y, this is often represented in the formula as follows:

Y → Ŷ = a + bX

The left-pointing arrow (→) between Y and Ŷ may be interpreted “is yielded by,” indicating that Ŷ is the best estimate of Y given the data in hand. If the order of the equation is reversed:

a + bX = Ŷ → Y,

the right pointing arrow (→) would be interpreted “yields.”

Error Scores

It is important to note that the Ŷ values are based on the average goodness of prediction across Y scores in the entire data set. Thus, some Ŷ values will be better approximations of their corresponding Y than others. The accuracy of prediction for any
given case in the analysis can be found by subtracting $\hat{Y}$ from $Y$. The difference is the "error of prediction" ($Y_e$):

$$Y_e = Y - \hat{Y}$$

The standard deviation ($s$) of the error ($Y_e$) scores is called the "standard error of the estimate" and represents the "average" amount of error in the $\hat{Y}$ scores. In a simple regression prediction study, one would want the value of $s$ to be relatively small (close to zero) because a small value would indicate a high degree of accuracy in the prediction equation and a high degree of correlation between the variables of interest to the researcher.

**Assumptions in Simple Linear Regression**

As with any statistical procedure, simple regression analysis is based on certain assumptions about the data. As noted in various treatises on regression analysis (e.g., Fox, 1995; Hamilton, 1992; Kerlinger & Pedhazur, 1973; von Eye & Schuster, 1998), these assumptions include, but are not limited to, the following:

1. Simple linear regression analysis assumes that all of the variables are normally (or at least quasi-normally distributed). Oddly shaped distributions can yield biased regression results.

2. Regression analysis also assumes that the sample employed is randomly drawn from (or at least representative of) the population of interest.

3. Simple linear regression further assumes that a straight line will be the best way to capture the nature of the relationship between the two variables of interest.
Forcing regression lines on data relationships that are curvilinear will lead to a misunderstanding about the relationship between the predictor and criterion variable.

4. Regression also is based on the assumption of "homoscedasticity" (i.e., that the conditional distribution of the $Y_e$ scores for each value of $X$ is an approximately normal distribution). This is also called the "constancy of error variance assumption." Violation of this assumption may yield results that are atypical in the population.

While it is common for researchers not to take any precaution to assure that these assumptions are met, failing to meet the assumptions can lead to erroneous conclusions about the theoretical concerns the researcher is attempting to test in a given study.

Fortunately, there is emerging a greater recognition that assumptions underlying data as well as other common data problems need to be investigated in any study (Wilkinson & Task Force on Statistical Inference, 1999). Fox (1991, 1995) offers a variety of strategies for testing and making data adjustments for violation of regression assumptions and also discusses other data problems in regression analysis.

**What Is Multiple Linear Regression?**

Multiple linear regression is an extension of simple regression with the difference being the number of predictor variables employed. Multiple regression analyses will include at least two predictor variables ($X_1, X_2, \ldots, X_k$). In other words, the analysis
addresses the probability that the criterion variable, \( Y \), is a function of the set of predictor variables:

\[
p(Y| X_1, X_2, \ldots, X_k) = f(X_1, X_2, \ldots, X_k)
\]

In other words, the probability \( p \) that the dependent variable \( Y \) is a function of predictor variables \( X_1, X_2, \ldots, X_k \) is conditional upon specific values of the predictor variables.

The linear equation for multiple regression is simply an extension of the simple regression equation:

\[
Y = \hat{Y} = a + b_1X_1 + b_2X_2 + \ldots + b_kX_k
\]

This formula illustrates that the predicted dependent variable score \( \hat{Y} \) is a function of the linear weighted combination of the predictor variables \( X_1, X_2, \ldots, X_k \). Notice that there is a single additive (\( a \)) weight (or constant) for the equation and that each of the predictor variables has its own multiplicative (\( b \)) weight.

In the social sciences, most events are theorized to be multiply caused, or at least multiply accompanied, by a host of preceding variables. Multiple linear regression allows the researcher to look simultaneously at a host of predictor variables of interest and to examine the collective ability of these variables to predict the criterion variable. The multiple linear regression equation shown above simply combines all of the predictor variables into one composite variable (\( \hat{Y} \)), and this composite variable then serves as a single (synthetic) predictor variable representing the host of predictors. Once the researcher determines the degree of multiple correlation (\( R \)) between the composite of predictor variables and the criterion variable, methods are then typically employed to
further understand the complex set of relationships among the variables. This is accomplished by consulting various coefficients yielded by the analysis.

How Do I Sort Through the Various Correlations, Weights, and Coefficients Available in Regression?

Like most statistical procedures, regression yields a variety of statistical indices that aid in making interpretations of the data. Unfortunately, these various indices can become difficult to understand particularly when they are reported apart from explanatory statements as to their value or meaning. We discuss here three types of indices commonly used in social science literature employing regression analyses, namely correlations, weights, and structure coefficients.

Correlations

There are essentially two types of correlations that one might generate and interpret when conducting a regression analysis, namely simple correlations (Pearson $r$ values) and the multiple correlation ($R$). Pearson $r$ is used to express a simple linear relationship between two variables of interest, whereas $R$, as previously indicated, expresses the relationship between the composite of predictor variables and the single criterion variable. In the simple regression case, only one Pearson $r$ can be generated, and the value of this $r$ will be the same as the multiple $R$ (except, possibly, for the sign of the $r$ coefficient) considering that there is only one predictor variable in the analysis. In a two-predictor case, there will be three different $r$ values possible: (a) correlation between $X_1$ and $Y$, (b) correlation between $X_2$ and $Y$, and (c) correlation between $X_1$ and $X_2$. It is
our opinion that simple correlations between each of the predictors and the criterion variable should routinely be reported in regression studies. These values help us to determine at a basic level whether each of the several predictor variables, in and of itself, is appreciably related to the criterion variable. Based on these values, the researcher might determine whether a variable should be discarded prior to conducting the regression analysis (e.g., in the case in which the correlation with the criterion variable is nearly zero). We wish to warn, however, that this should not simply be a "fishing expedition" designed to select out a set of promising variables from an array of variables for which the researcher just so happens to have data. Variables should always be selected for consideration in an analysis due to their theoretical importance, not due to their availability. The practice of examining the correlation of each predictor variable with the criterion variable prior to conducting a regression analysis, when all of the variables were preselected due to their theoretical importance may assist in building more parsimonious models for the regression analysis.

Examining the correlations (r's) between each pair of predictor variables can also be useful. These values help us to determine the degree to which the predictors are "collinear" with one another. Collinearity introduces a variety of problems into the regression analysis, most of which are associated with the derivation of the statistical weights for the various predictor variables (Schroeder, Sjoquist, & Stephan, 1986). These problems can be dealt with, as described later in this paper, and it is common to expect that predictor variables collected within a single context will be at least somewhat
correlated with one another; however, it is important to note that when collinearity exists, the statistical weights yielded by the regression analysis will not be uniquely determined. Further, including two predictor variables in the regression analysis that are nearly perfectly collinear (i.e., that are correlated at or near |1.0|) is not sensible considering that, once one of the variables is included, the second variable will offer no information that is not already provided by the first. In this case, it would be preferable to drop one of the variables before proceeding with the regression analysis.

Once the Pearson r's have been consulted (and, if necessary, variables have been eliminated from the analysis), the regression analysis is then conducted. The most important correlational statistic yielded by the regression analysis is multiple $R$. The squared value of multiple $R$ ($R^2$) represents the statistical effect size, and, as previously noted, it can be interpreted as a percent of relationship between the predictor variable set and the criterion variable. If testing for statistical significance of the regression results, $R^2$ can also be useful as it expresses the portion of the criterion variable's sum of squares that is accounted for by the predictor variables. In absence of other information, $R^2$ along with the total sum of squares and the sample size provides enough information to calculate an $F$ statistic used in testing for statistical significance.

**Weights**

The a and b weights yielded by the regression analysis each can be useful in interpreting the results. The multiplicative weight (b) used in the equation is also called the "slope" and the "regression coefficient". The additive weight (a) is also called the "Y-
intercept,” the “constant,” and the “regression constant.” The a weight represents the point at which the regression line will cross the Y-axis (the value of Y when X = 0); hence, the a weight estimates the value of the dependent variable when all predictors have a value of zero. The value of the b weight indicates the number of units that the criterion value is predicted to change if the given predictor variable is increased by one unit. If the b weight is negative, the value of the predicted dependent variable will decrease by b units when X is increased by one unit. Conversely, if b is positive, the value of the predicted dependent variable will increase when X is increased.

If all of the variables in the analysis are standardized (i.e., converted to z-scores), the regression equation for k variables takes the following form:

\[ z_Y = \beta_1 z_{X1} + \beta_2 z_{X2} + \ldots + \beta_k z_{Xk} + e \]

Note that with standardized data, there is no longer an additive weight (e in the equation represents the error [Ye] score, not a statistical weight). The beta weights shown in this equation are also known as “standardized regression coefficients” and are often used over the b weights derived using the raw data because it is easy when comparing betas to make direct comparisons as to the relative amount of weight each variable is being assigned. The b weights, on the other hand, are not as easily comparable as they are affected by the metric in which the particular predictor variable is measured. Variables collected in very large units will tend to have relatively small b weights even when the variables are substantially related to the criterion variable.

If weights are omitted from a report of a regression analysis, they can often be
determined from other information available to the researcher. For example, if the
correlation \(r\) between \(X\) and \(Y\) is known, the \(b\) weight can be computed by multiplying \(r\)
by the quotient of the standard deviation of \(Y\) \((s_Y)\) divided by the standard deviation of \(X\)
\((s_X)\):

\[
b = r \left( \frac{s_Y}{s_X} \right).
\]

Once \(b\) is known, the constant \((a)\) can be computed using the following formula:

\[
a = Y - bX
\]

**Structure Coefficients**

Although structure coefficients have not typically enjoyed the popularity of other
statistical indices accompanying regression analyses, they are very useful aids in
interpreting regression results. As explained by Thompson and Borrello (1985), a
structure coefficient \((r_s)\) is the correlation between each of the predictors and \(\hat{Y}\). Structure
coefficients, therefore, express the degree of relationship of a predictor with the predicted
values of the dependent variable, or, stated differently, express the degree to which a
given predictor is “reproduced” in the computation of \(\hat{Y}\). In the simple regression case,
the structure coefficient for the single predictor is \(\mid 1.00 \mid\) considering that the \(\hat{Y}\) is simply a
linear transformation of the predictor. In multiple regression, structure coefficients are
often large for some predictors and smaller for others.

**How Do I Determine Variable Contributions in Regression Analysis?**

Variable contributions to a given statistical result are often among the most
important outcomes of research studies. Determining that a particular variable has had
an appreciable impact on the regression results often has implications for both theory and practice. Conversely, determining that a theorized variable is not a major contributor to the regression results may lead to modification of a theory to exclude the variable. Obviously, findings regarding variable contributions would have to replicate across a number of studies over time and research conditions in order for the researcher to make confident decisions about theoretical matters; however, within the context of a single study, it is still important to accurately determine what variables are contributing to the regression results and to what extent. At least four means for determining variable contributions have been proposed for use with regression analysis: (a) stepwise variable entry procedures, (b) consultation of beta weights and structure coefficients, (c) follow-up commonality analysis, and (d) all possible subsets regression. Each of these procedures is discussed briefly.

Stepwise Variable Entry Procedures

Stepwise methods have been used with regression and other related statistical procedures for some time. These methods use a variety of procedures for determining what order to enter variables from the predictor set into the regression equation. Some researchers erroneously think that the order of stepwise entry gives information regarding the order of importance of the variables to the analysis. However, this is not the case. Stepwise methods are problematic for many reasons and have often been criticized by reflective methodologists (e.g., Huberty, 1994; Thompson, 1995). For one thing, stepwise methods use miscalculations of degrees of freedom when determining variable entry
order. This can have serious implications on the statistical significance of the results obtained.

Perhaps, more significantly, stepwise procedures can also lead to misunderstandings about order of variable importance. For a set of \( k \) predictor variables used in an analysis, stepwise procedures seek first to determine which one predictor serves as the best predictor of a given criterion variable. Determination is then made as to the predictor making the second best contribution to explaining the criterion once the variance explained by the first predictor is removed from the analysis, the third best contributor once the variance explained by the first two predictors is removed, and so on.

An alternative to this "forward" stepwise procedure is the "backward elimination" method. Backward elimination puts all the predictors into the model and then removes them one at a time based on the variable that makes the least unique contribution to the analysis at any step of the procedure. Frequently, researchers utilize stepwise routines that combine both of these procedures (largely because this is the default for a stepwise routine in many statistical programs), resulting in a stepwise analysis that may alternately include or exclude variables at any step of the analysis based on the degree to which a previously excluded variable makes a uniquely "new" contribution or to which a previously included variable is found to offer a primarily redundant contribution at the particular step of the analysis.

Unfortunately, because at each step of the analysis, the variance previously accounted for is no longer considered as "explainable" variance, stepwise procedures, at
each step, yield information based on the "best" predictor in absence of the full variance being accounted. Hence, a predictor that is highly correlated with the criterion variable but that is also highly collinear with another predictor may be entered into the analysis at a much later step than variables that are only marginally related to the criterion variable. Consequently, we advocate that researchers seriously consider abandoning stepwise procedures altogether. This will not only eliminate the problems mentioned herein, but will also eliminate other deleterious problems related to stepwise methods (Thompson, 1995).

Consultation of Beta Weights and Structure Coefficients

There is a tendency for researchers to utilize beta weights when assessing variable contributions in regression. As noted earlier, these are the statistical weights applied to the standardized predictor variables in a regression. Though it seems logical to conclude that a larger beta weight implies a greater contribution, this is not necessarily the case. This is particularly problematic when predictor variables are collinear. In fact, in cases in which collinearity among predictors is moderate to large, beta weights are extremely subject to distortion and can lead to erroneous conclusions about importance of variables (Thompson & Borrello, 1985). By contrast, regression structure coefficients are not as prone to distortion. Recall that structure coefficients are correlations, not weights. Hence, even in cases in which predictors are collinear, correlations remain relatively constant, and hence structure coefficients are not as acceptable to the collinearity problem. Therefore, in determining which variables are most instrumental in regression,
it is our opinion that structure coefficients provide more reliable evidence than do beta weights.

**Follow-up Commonality Analysis**

Yet another method for examining variable contributions in regression is the use of follow-up commonality analysis. Once a regression is initially run, commonality analysis uses a series of algebraic equations to determine the degree to which the contribution of any variable, or set of variables, to the analysis is unique and the degree to which the contribution of any variable is common with any other variable or variable set. Though infrequently used, this procedure is a useful means for comparing the behavior of variables in isolation versus their behavior in the company of other variables (Thompson, 1990).

**All Possible Subsets Regression**

All possible subsets (or best subset) regression is a procedure similar to commonality analysis. This procedure compares results obtained from all possible combinations of the predictor variables included in an analysis and determines which combination yields the best results with the most parsimonious use of researcher and/or data resources. A problem with this procedure is the large number of possible subsets that result from a given set of predictors. For example, von Eye and Schuster (1998) noted that with 10 predictors, a total of 1024 unique combinations of the predictors is possible. Though this problem has been addressed by some developers of computing software, many software packages that include all possible subsets routines do not really
compute all subsets, but rather give "a few of the best subsets for each number of independent variables" (von Eye & Schuster, 1998, p. 244). If all subsets are truly considered, this method, like commonality analysis, provides a meaningful way to consider variables both in isolation and in sets. One needs to take caution however, that some of the erroneous conclusions common to stepwise procedures do not enter in to interpretation of all possible subsets results.
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